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Abstract – The paper proposes a cuckoo optimization algorithm (COA) based method for fault location estimation
in transmission lines. COA is a novel evolutionary algorithm, suitable for continuous nonlinear optimization
problems. By the use of the introduced algorithm, fault location estimation is precisely done in the case of many false
alarms. Failure performance of circuit breakers and relays or multiple simultaneous faults are also handled using the
proposed method. By implementing the algorithm to large-scale power systems, we observed that faulty sections are
rapidly estimated. The effectiveness of COA is confirmed by applying the algorithm to a real Brazilian power system.
The simulation results are compared with several methods in the literature, namely, Artificial Bee Colony (ABC),
Conventional Particle Swarm Optimization (CPSO), Type1 Particle Swarm Optimization (T1PSO) which is an
altered version of PSO, and Differential Evolution (DE). The superiority of the proposed method compared to other
methods is verified.
Keywords – Fault Location Estimation, Power System Protection, Power System Relaying and Cuckoo
Optimization Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most significant matters in the futuristic digital world is accessing to the electricity with high
reliability when integrating significant quantities of renewable energies into the grid. As a result, utilities have to
provide consumers with reliable electricity especially in distribution power systems [1]. In fact, there are many
ways to Fault Location, Isolation and Service Restoration (FLISR) such as the one mentioned in [1] based on
optimal placement of control and protective devices which can accelerate time of finding the faulty zone and
cleaning that fault. In other words, this characteristic referred to as self-healing is one of the most distinguishing
features of smart grids which is very popular especially in microgrids [2]. In [1] and [2], self-healing
characteristic of the microgrid is reinforced in the planning and operation levels, respectively. The fault
identification of Electric Power System (EPS) is process of discriminating faulted system elements by tripping
of protective relays and circuit breakers. Up to now, there are many methods which have been applied to fault
diagnosis of EPS. Their purposes are focused to diagnose faults timely on-line in order to provide an accurate
judging rule for dispatch operators. Specially, as soon as some serious faults occur in a power system, a lot of
alarm information is transmitted to the control center. The control system is an essential part for making
decisions based on the received stream of data [3, 4]. Under such situation, the operators are required to judge
the cause, location and system elements with faults rapidly and accurately. Thus good fault diagnosis methods
can provide accurate and effective diagnostic information to dispatch operators and help them take necessary
measures in fault situations so as to guarantee the secure and stable operation of EPS.
At present, what researchers are interested in is how to deal with uncertainty and incompleteness of tripping
information. In practical applications, a lot of transmission data and detective information that energy
management system (EMS), which is responsible for the control of energy exchange between the components
[5], receives are incomplete. Thus, receives are incomplete, and the tripping of protective relays and circuit
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breakers are somehow uncertain with the increasing of the distance from protective relays to remote terminal
units (RTU). The key problem is how to make good use of detected alarm information that is incomplete and
uncertain. Thus, some relevant research efforts are engaged in order to seek an effective approach to the fault
diagnosis of EPS in the face of the situation with incomplete and uncertain information in which the fuzzy logic
shows its special ability in dealing with such uncertainty and incompleteness [6].
A signal processing based approach using Time-Time (TT)-transform for fault estimation in transmission
lines has also been introduced in the literature [7]. Using TT-transform and a machine learning model, this
method first determines the section/ half of the line and then by using Bewley diagram, the exact fault location
is determined. Also, a branch of optimization methods known as metaheuristic algorithms, such as genetic
algorithms [8-13], imperialistic competitive algorithm (ICA) [14], ant systems [15], immune algorithms [16],
tabu search [17], artificial bee colony [18] particle swarm optimization [19], Nonlinear Echo State Network
[20], honey-bee mating optimization algorithm [21], Stochastic Fractal Search (SFS) [22], data mining
classification and Apriori algorithm [23], and Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) method [24] have been
applied for estimating the faulty sections. In [14], the authors show that ICA has better performance in fault
section estimation compared to three other heuristic methods. These kinds of methods simulate behavior found
in nature. Since these methods are population-based, the possibility of becoming stuck at local optimum points
is very low. Additionally, not only do these methods not require any specific initial guess, but also they can deal
with complex objective functions and constraints.
In this paper, COA is used to estimate the faulty sections of a power system. This optimization algorithm is
inspired by the life of a bird family, called Cuckoo. Special lifestyle of these birds and their characteristics in
egg laying and breeding has been the basic motivation for development of this new evolutionary optimization
algorithm. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, it is applied to a practical power system. The
results are compared to those of several other algorithms including ABC, DE, T1PSO, and CPSO. The
superiority of the proposed method is demonstrated.
The organization of the rest of this article is as follows. Section 2 describes the fault section estimation
problem. Section 3 discusses the COA and its computation procedure. Section 4 describes the results, and
Section 5 draws the conclusions.

II. FAULT SECTION ESTIMATION PROBLEM FORMULATION
The fault section identification problem is an optimization problem as below.
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where E(S) is the objective function which is required to be minimized, and S is an N-dimension binary vector
in which Si represents the state of the ith section, where Si = 0 or 1 corresponds to the normal or faulty state,
respectively. This vector, i.e. S is the vector required to be optimally determined. N represents the number of
sections in a power system, Nc is the number of circuit breakers, Nm represents the number of the main
protective relays of the ith section, Np is the number of the primary backup protective relays of the ith section, Ns
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is the number of the secondary backup protective relays of the ith section. Cm and Cm* are the actual and expected
state of the mth circuit breakers (CBs). MRij, MRij* are the actual and expected state of the jth Main protection
Relay of the ith section. PBRik, PBRik* are the actual and expected state of the kth Primary Backup protective
Relay of the ith section. SBRil, SBRil* are the actual and expected state of the lth Secondary Backup protective
Relay of the ith section. RCRm, RCRm* are the actual and expected state of instantaneous fault Reclosure Relay of
the mth circuit breakers. ATRm, ATRm* are the actual and expected state of the second time Auto Time Reclosure
of the mth circuit breakers. FRm, FRm* are the actual and expected state of the CBs Failure protective Relay of the
mth circuit breakers. λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5, and λ6 are weighting factors corresponding to CBs, MRs, PBRs, SBRs, RCRs,
ATRs, and FRs, respectively. The detailed description of the Eq. (1) is explained in the literature and is not
provided here due to space limitation. According to the Eq. (1), the fault section diagnosis problem formulation
utilizes the differences between the actual state information and the expected state information of the circuit
breakers and the protective relays from SCADA. In fact, when the expected state of protective relays and circuit
breakers is the same as their actual state, the fault that has occurred in the power system will be precisely
diagnosed. From the Eq. (1), it is apparent that if the expected state data of the protective relays and circuit
breakers is consistent with their actual state data, the objective function will be minimized.

III. CUCKOO OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM
Like other evolutionary algorithms, the proposed algorithm starts with an initial population of cuckoos. These
initial cuckoos have some eggs to lay in some host birds’ nests. Some of these eggs which are more similar to
the host bird’s eggs have the opportunity to grow up and become a mature cuckoo. Other eggs are detected by
host birds and are killed. The grown eggs reveal the suitability of the nests in that area. The more eggs survive in
an area, the more profit is gained in that area. So the position in which more eggs survive will be the term that
COA is going to optimize. Cuckoos search for the most suitable area to lay eggs in order to maximize their eggs
survival rate. After remained eggs grow and turn into a mature cuckoo, they make some societies. Each society
has its habitat region to live in. The best habitat of all societies will be the destination for the cuckoos in other
societies. Then they immigrate toward this best habitat. They will inhabit somewhere near the best habitat.
Considering the number of eggs each cuckoo has and also the cuckoo’s distance to the goal point (best habitat),
some egg laying radii is dedicated to it. Then, cuckoo starts to lay eggs in some random nests inside her egg
laying radius. This process continues until the best position with maximum profit value is obtained and most of
the cuckoo population is gathered around the same position.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of COA.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
To evaluate the presented COA approach for a fault section estimation problem, several tests were
implemented on both a simulated and a real system. The simulations were carried on using a PC with Intel Dual
Core P6100 2.00 GHz. In all test scenarios, the results of the proposed approach were compared to the CPSO,
T1PSO, DE, and ABC algorithms. In order to evaluate the solution quality, calculative efficiency, and
convergence features, a number of 100 independent trials were conducted. For CPSO, T1PSO, and the DE
algorithm, a population of 50 members is adequate based on previous research. The number of objective
function evaluations must be the same for all methods so as to make a fair comparison. The population size of
COA method has been assumed to be 25. The maximum number of permitted iterations of the ABC approach is
set at 350 for test system. For the other approaches, it has been selected as 100.

A. Test Results
A practical large power system is considered as a test system shown in Fig 2. There is no way to theoretically
prove that a heuristic method performance is better than the others. Some methods will exhibit superior
performance in certain circumstances but not in other cases. Thus, a practical large power system was used to
evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. This test system is a part of the South-Brazilian power
system. It includes 5 substations, 12 buses, 12 transformers, 15 transmission lines, 99 protective relays, and 55
circuit breakers. In this system, the main protection for each transmission line is achieved by MP1-MP27, and
backup protection is achieved by BP1-BP27. The differential relays of DP1-DP12 are used to protect the buses,
and differential relays of DP13-DP24 and overcurrent relays of OR1-OR21 are used to protect the transformers.
Several fault situations including circuit breaker failures and multiple faults are listed in Table 1. Based on
Table 1, the faulty sectors are precisely estimated using the presented method. The analysis of fault diagnosis
for these four scenarios is explained as follows:
Where

can be solar radiation parameter in

. Average ( ) and standard deviation ( ) of the Beta

distribution function can be calculated using (3) and (4), respectively.

B. Scenario 1 of Test System
A fault on bus F results in DP6 trip. In order to eliminate the fault, DP6 issues a trip command to circuit
breakers CB16, CB17, CB37, CB38, and CB40. DP11 trip is because of a fault on bus K. Then, circuit breakers
CB24, CB26, CB53, and CB27 are opened so as to clear the fault. Moreover, MP27 is actuated because of a
fault on line L14 and this protective function issues a trip command to CB27 so as to eliminate the fault. The
Differential relays DP18 and DP20 are tripped due to a fault on transformers TF6 and TF8, respectively. Then,
CB41 and CB43 are opened by the operation of DP18. In addition, CB37 and CB45 are tripped by the action of
DP20. Furthermore, it is seen that CB45 refuses to actuate because of a failure in this circuit breaker. There is
another fault on line L9. The main protection relay MP20 issues a trip command to CB20 so as to isolate the
fault on line L9, but CB20 does not trip because of a failure; therefore, local backup protection BP20 and remote
backup protection BP14 are actuated. In order to prevent fault propagation to more adjacent lines, BP14 sends a
trip command to CB14. Moreover, BP21 sends a trip command to CB21 to eliminate the fault on line L9.
According to this explanation, in this scenario it can be concluded that there are several simultaneous faults on
buses F and K, lines L9 and L14, and transformers TF6 and TF8. In
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Fig. 2. Part of the 230 kV South-Brazilian power system.
Table 1. Test scenarios and estimation results for test system
CB
Failure

Faulty
sections

Estimated
sections

Scenario

Actuated protective devices

1

CB14,CB16,CB17,CB21,CB24,CB26,CB27,CB37,
CB38,CB40,CB41,CB43,CB53
DP6,DP11,DP18,DP20,MP20,MP27,BP14,BP20, BP21

CB20,CB45

CB20,CB52,DP10,DP22,MP20,MP21,MP22,OR19

CB21,CB22,
CB49,CB50, CB51

J, L9, L10,
TF10

J, L9, L10,
TF10

3

CB9,CB16,CB19,CB28,CB29,CB32,CB33,
DP13,MP6,MP9,BP6,BP12,BP16,BP19,OR2,OR5

CB6,CB12

L2,L5,TF1,
TF2

L2,L5,TF1,
TF2

4

CB6,CB8,CB11,CB16,CB19,CB28,CB29,CB30,
CB32,MP8,MP11,BP6,BP16,BP19,OR1,OR2,OR3,OR4

None

E, L4,TF1

E, L4,TF1

2

F, K,TF6,
F, K,TF6
TF8, L9, L14 ,TF8, L9, L14

addition, there are failures in the operation of circuit breakers CB20 and CB45.

C. Scenario 2 of Test System
In this scenario, a fault occurs on bus J. As a result, differential function DP10 is tripped. Then, DP10 sends a
trip to circuit breakers CB21, CB22, CB50, CB51 and CB52. However, all of these breakers fail to respond to
the command. DP22 is tripped due to a fault on transformer TF10. Then, DP22 sends a trip command to CB49
and CB51, both of which refuse to actuate. Since CB49 is not opened, backup protection OR19 is tripped. Main
protective functions MP20 and MP21 are tripped because of a fault on line L9. MP20 and MP21 send a trip
command to CB20 and CB21, respectively. CB20 is tripped so as to clear the fault; however, CB21 does not
answer due to a failure. Moreover, MP22 is actuated due to a fault on line L10. To sum up, there are several
simultaneous faults at bus J, lines L9 and L10, and transformer TF10, and also failures in circuit breakers CB21,
CB22, CB49, CB50, and CB51.
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D. Scenario 3 of Test System
DP13 is tripped because of a fault on transformer TF1. In order to eliminate the fault, DP13 sends a trip
command to CB28 and CB32. Another fault occurs on transformer TF2 due to the operation of local backup
protection relays OR5 and OR2; however, the main relay DP14 refuses to trip. Then, OR2 and OR5 send a trip
command to CB29 and CB33 in order to eliminate the fault. In addition, remote backup relays BP6, BP16 and
BP19 actuate and send a trip command to circuit breakers CB6, CB16, and CB19 in order to isolate the fault
propagation to neighboring lines; however, CB6 does not open because of a failure. Furthermore, there is a fault
on line L5. As a result, MP6 actuates and sends a trip command to CB6, but CB6 refuses to open due to a
failure. Moreover, the main protective relay of Line L5 (MP12) fails to actuate. Thus, backup relay BP12 is
tripped. BP12 sends a trip command to CB12 so as to isolate the fault on Line L5, but CB12 is not tripped due to
a failure. Additionally, another fault occurs on line L2; thus, MP9 opens. As a result, CB9 is tripped by the
action of MP9. Therefore, according to above explanation, it can be concluded that there are several
simultaneous faults on lines L2 and L5, transformers TF1 and TF2, and there are failures in the operations of
circuit breakers CB6 and CB12.

E. Scenario 4 of Test System
There is a fault on transformer TF1, but the main protective relay of the transformer (i.e. DP13) fails to actuate.
Thus, CB28 and CB32 are tripped by the actions of the backup protection relays of transformer TF1 (OR1 and OR4).
Furthermore, there is another fault on bus E. Since the differential function of DP 5 fails to actuate, local backup
protections OR2 and OR3 and remote backup protections BP6, BP16 and BP19 are tripped. Then, the circuit
breakers CB29, CB30, CB6, CB16, and CB19 are opened by the actions of OR2, OR3, BP6, BP16 and BP19,
respectively, to isolate the fault on bus E. Furthermore, there is a fault on line L4. As a result, CB8 and CB11 are
opened by the actions of MP8 and MP11, respectively. Therefore, according to the above explanation, it can be
said that there are several simultaneous faults on bus E, line L4, and transformer TF1.

F. Precision Test
Several precision tests have been conducted in this study. One hundred independent trials have been
implemented. Table 2 list the accuracy rates of all cases of test system using Method-1 (CPSO), Method-2
(T1PSO), Method-3 (DE), Method-4 (ABC) and Method-5 (the proposed COA). According to the obtained
results, it can be inferred that methods 1, 2 and 3 have poor accuracy rates. Since the fault estimation problem is
a discrete optimization problem with a high number of variables, these methods normally converge to the local
optimum. Nevertheless, the results confirmed that the proposed COA shows the best accuracy rate.
Table 2. Comparison of accuracy rate for test system
Scenario

COA

ABC

DE

T1PSO

CPSO

1

100%

97%

18%

1%

1%

2

99%

98%

19%

15%

15%

3

100%

100%

26%

23%

11%

4

100%

98%

15%

17%

12%
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G. Robustness Test
Since heuristic methods are population-based algorithms with casual procedures, a single run is not enough to
judge their performance. These kinds of methods have roughly the same results in different trials. Therefore, a
number of trials with different initializations should be carried out to find the best solution and the best method.
The lower the differences between the best solutions obtained in different trials of an algorithm are, the more
robust the algorithm is.
Table 3 lists the frequency of the objective function values for the first three scenarios of test system after 100
independent trials. The results indicate that the proposed method has a greater prospect of achieving a better
solution compared to the other methods. Moreover, the best, the average, and the worst answer and also the
standard deviation (STD) of the results for different scenarios after 100 trials have been tabulated in Table 4 for
test system. A small STD shows that most of the solutions are close to the average. Based on the results, the
proposed method has the minimum value of the objective function as well as the smallest STD in test system. It
is observed that cuckoo optimization algorithm has the maximum robustness and constancy in comparison with
the other methods.
Table 3. Frequency of convergence of test system.

1.53.0

3.04.5

4.56.0

Greater
than 6

Scenario1

Method-1
Method-2
Method-3
Method-4
Method-5

51
68
94
100
100

21
22
6
0
0

23
8
0
0
0

5
2
0
0
0

Scenario2

Method-1
Method-2
Method-3
Method-4
Method-5

28
29
79
99
100

28
37
18
1
0

32
26
3
0
0

12
8
0
0
0

Scenario3

Method-1
Method-2
Method-3
Method-4
Method-5

49
43
51
99
100

48
56
43
1
0

3
1
6
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

Range of objective
function values

Table 4. Convergence result of test system after 100 trial

COA

ABC

DE

T1PSO

CPSO

Min

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

3.6

Max

3.6

4.5

7.7

13.1

14.8

Ave

3.6

3.63

5.22

7.29

8.24

STD

0

0.15

1.09

1.85

2.19

Min

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

2.8

Max

3.7

3.7

6.9

6.4

7.5

Scenario1

Scenario2
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Ave

2.81

2.82

4.14

4.38

4.56

STD

0.09

0.13

0.92

1.06

1.21

Min

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

Max

4.1

4.1

8.8

8

9.1

Ave

4.1

4.1

5.45

5.52

6.6

STD

0

0

1.08

1.11

1.33

Scenario3

H. Calculation Efficiency
In this article, the analysis is not real time, but rather off-line. Relays and CBs have already actuated before
estimation of the faulted section. Taking this fact into consideration, it does not matter too much whether one
algorithm converges a couple of seconds quicker. However, the computation times of different methods are
compared in this section. The calculation time of 100 trials for each scenario are listed in Table 5 for test
system. According to these tables, it can be observed that the first three methods are quicker than methods 4 and
5, but as mentioned before, these methods easily converge to local optimum points. Thus, they are not suitable
for fault section identification problems. Furthermore, by noting to Table 5, it is observed that method 5 needs
less computation time in comparison with method 4 for test system.
Table 5. Computation time of methods for test system.
Method1

Method2

Method3

Method4

Method5

Scenario1

4.55 S

3.41 s

5.02 s

71.28s

11.10 s

Scenario2

5.57 S

2.83 s

3.49 s

70.76 s

9.58 s

Scenario3

4.67 S

2.90 s

3.00 s

64.80 s

7.38 s

Scenario4

5.71 S

2.89 s

3.79 s

72.09 s

27.6

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, cuckoo optimization algorithm (COA) as a powerful algorithm in fault section estimation
problems is proposed. The proposed approach has been confirmed and compared with other algorithms
including Conventional Particle Swarm Optimization, Type1 Particle Swarm Optimization, Artificial Bee
Colony, and Differential Evolution. All these nature-inspired algorithms require algorithm parameters to be set
to properly perform while the proposed optimization method is a parameter-free algorithm. Thus, selection of
parameters to search for the optimum solution can be avoided by using this method. Simulations results show
that COA has better performance in estimating the faulty sectors than other algorithms. The efficiency of COA
algorithm was checked by applying to a large scale power system and the test results indicate that the proposed
method has maximum consistency, the best precision rate, and robustness when compared to other methods.
Consequently, this method appears very effective in solving fault section diagnosis problems.
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